


100% Vegan, All Natural gelato
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Embracing a vegan lifestyle means putting the value 
of life and nature first. Like the rest of their food, 
advocates of this philosophy want their gelato to be 
environmentally friendly and free of animal fat.

Think Vegan gelato has been created to meet their 
requirements. Prodotti Stella has combined the an-
cient art of gelato making with growing sensitivity to 
the needs of our planet’s ecosystem. Customers today 
want more than a healthy, organic, natural and moni-
tored diet: first and foremost, they want their values 
and outlooks on life to be reflected by what they eat. 

Free your Gelato
Therefore, as well as espousing a cruelty-free ethical 
approach, the Think Vegan line is also All Natural. 
All of the Prodotti Stella artisan gelato mixtures are 
completely free not only of animal ingredients but 
also of artificial substances, GMOs and hydrogenated 
fats.

Respect for animals and the planet is also a form of 
respect for ourselves. Respect for nature goes toge-
ther with a healthy diet.
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Vegan diets have a low impact on the environment, 
unlike diets based on animal products, which have 
significant environmental repercussions in terms of 
both the consumption of resources and emissions of 
pollutants. Just think that it takes more than 40,000 
litres of water to produce a kilogram of meat, while 
producing a kilogram of wheat takes less than 210 
litres of water. Furthermore, it is estimated that live-
stock farming is responsible for a huge 51% of green-
house gas emissions.

Following a vegan diet means eating fresh food that 
is rich in plant fibre, dietary minerals and unsatura-
ted fats. It is a healthy approach to eating with physi-
cal and mental benefits for the whole body. 
Vegan gelato is a healthy product that is also ideal 
for people who are lactose intolerant and for people 
who want to eliminate animal fats from their diet and 
reduce the risk of conditions such as high choleste-
rol, diabetes and heart disease. 

Vegans refuse to eat any foods that are made by kil-
ling or exploiting animals, such as meat, fish, eggs, 
milk and honey. It is easy to appreciate that vegan 
gelato is good for the conscience of those who eat 
and make it when you consider that livestock farms 
currently consume approximately 40% of the global 
wheat harvest, half of which would be enough to 
feed all of the people on the planet.

Because it’s good
for the Planet

Because it’s good
for your Health

Because it’s good
for your Conscience

Why choose
Vegan Gelato?
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Think Vegan gelato is All Natural. The line does not 
contain animal products and it is also completely free 
of additives and artificial flavourings, colourings and 
thickeners. Nothing but high-quality, 100% natural 
ingredients are used in the All Natural products. In 
addition, the line is free of GMOs (and derivatives) 
and hydrogenated vegetable fat. All Natural Gluten 
Free gelato bases are also available for people with 
gluten sensitivity and intolerance.

Think Vegan gelato is perfect for people who have 
chosen to adopt a 100% vegan diet. It does not con-
tain any animal-based ingredients, technological aids 
or supports. Since it does not contain lactose, animal 
fats or cholesterol, the gelato is also extremely light 
and healthy, so it is perfect for people with food in-
tolerances, allergies (to lactose), cardiovascular dise-
ase and high cholesterol.

Because it is
All Natural

Added value: natural wholesomeness

Added value: natural lightness

Because it is
Free of animal products

Not all gelato is genuinely tasty, especially if it is 
made with 100% vegan ingredients and therefore wi-
thout certain products that have traditionally been 
considered indispensable, such as milk, cream and 
eggs. We believe that nobody should miss out on the 
delightful taste of good artisan gelato - and that in-
cludes people with food intolerances and those who 
choose to follow a vegan diet. The Think Vegan line 
is the result of years of research, studies and taste 
tests, which have made it possible to produce gelato 
with ideal consistency, colour and taste for vegans, 
although it is obviously different from traditional ge-
lato made with milk and cream.

Added value: natural goodness

Because it is
Naturally good

Why choose Think Vegan 
Prodotti Stella’s vegan gelato?
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CHARACTERISTICS:

100% vegan, with no animal ingredients, meaning 
that they are also suitable for people who are lactose 
intolerant.

All Natural. Nothing but natural ingredients. They do 
not contain thickeners and emulsifiers produced in 
synthetic processes or hydrogenated vegetable fat. 

Certified Gluten Free.

Prodotti Stella has two new bases 
that have been designed for making 
gelato and sorbet for vegans.

Think Vegan
bases
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CHARACTERISTICS:
- With raw cane sugar and grape dextrose.
- With next generation plant fibres.
- Creamy structure.
- Good preservation over time.

DOSAGE: 
- 360 g per kg of water and fruit. 
- 1 bag with 2.5 kg of water and fruit.

PACKAGING: 
10.8 kg boxes containing twelve 900 g bags.

A 100% vegan base which is excellent for
sorbets, including those made with fruit alone.

BLENDED FRESH STRAWBERRIES 1500 g

VEGAN SORBET BASE 900 g

LEMON JUICE TO TASTE

WATER 1000 g

SAMPLE RECIPE:

With fresh fruit only:

With fresh fruit and paste:

STRAWBERRY 100 AN PASTE 80-100 g

VEGAN SORBET BASE 900 g

LEMON JUICE TO TASTE

BLENDED FRESH STRAWBERRIES

WATER 

1000 g

1500 g

Fruit  Mix
Vegan Sorbet Base
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CHARACTERISTICS:
- It adds more body to gelato
  than the Vegan Sorbet Base.
- With refined fat and native starch.
- No palm oil. 
- With raw cane sugar and grape dextrose.
- With next generation plant fibres.

DOSAGE: 
- 420 g per litre of water and plant drink.
- 1 bag with 2.5 kg of liquid.

PACKAGING: 
12.6 kg boxes containing twelve 1,050 g bags.

RECOMMENDED METHOD: 
- Use water at 80°C. Dissolve the Vegan base.
- Leave it to settle for 3-5 minutes.
- Add the plant drink and the flavouring paste.
- Mix with a mixer. Leave the flavours to develop for               
a further 10 minutes, then place it in a batch freezer.

A 100% vegan base which is excellent for 
cream flavours of dairy-free gelato, for use with 
water and plant drinks (made with products 
such as rice, soya, spelt, oats and grains).

VEGAN GELATO BASE 1050 g

WATER 1250 g

SAMPLE RECIPE:

with plant drink:

with water only:

VEGAN GELATO BASE 1050 g

WATER 2300 g

HAZELNUT PASTE 270-320 g

PLANT DRINK 1250 g

LOW-FAT COCOA 270-300 g

Vegan Gelato Base
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In addition to the two new bases, in Prodotti Stella’s Think Vegan line
there are another 50 All Natural, 100% Vegan products.

Products

CODE PRODUCT PACKAGING (KG) DOSAGE (G/L)
4077 BASE 100 ALL NATURAL SDL 12x1 100
4078 BASE 50 ALL NATURAL SDL 12x1 50-60
4094 COMPLETE FRUIT BASE AN 12x1,08 360

CODE PRODUCT PACKAGING (KG) DOSAGE (G/L)
8765 COCOA BLEND 20-22                     12x1 70-120
8760 COCOA 10-12 LOW FAT 12x1 70-120
8764 COCOA BLEND 10-12 LOW FAT                 12x1 70-120
8755 COFFEE BRASIL 100% ARABICA 6x1 15-25
8702 PISTACHIO CREAM 2,5 70-100
8703 PISTACHIO CREAM NO C. 2,5 70-100
8709 PISTACHIO SICILIAN CREAM NO C. 2,5 70-100
8648 GIANDUIONE ALL NATURAL 5,5 150-230
8678 WHITE MINT 3 40-60
8595 HAZELNUT ITALIA SA 5 70-100
8582 HAZELNUT T.G. PASTE S.A.        5 80-120
8718 PISTACHIO BLEND 2,5 80-100

BASES FOR FRUIT GELATO (FRUIT MIXES) 

CREAM FLAVOURS

CODE PRODUCT PACKAGING (KG) DOSAGE (G/L)
9021 BANANA ALL NATURAL 3 80-100
9022 COCONUT ALL NATURAL 3 80-100
9512 STRAWBERRY 100 AN 6 80-100
9518 RASPBERRY AN 3 80-100
9023 MANGO ALL NATURAL 3 80-100
9619 WILD BERRIES ALL NATURAL 6 80-100
4613 COMBINED LEMON PASTE 6 80-100

CODE PRODUCT PACKAGING (KG) DOSAGE (G/L)
8554 EXCELLENCE PLAIN CHOCOLATE COATING 5,5 -
8616 VARIEGATO CARAMELO 3 -
9872 VARIEGATO QUATTROSTAGIONI FIG 3 -
9020 SOURCHERRY 100 ALL NATURAL 3 80-100

CODE PRODUCT PACKAGING (KG) DOSAGE (G/L)
8819 ECCELLENZA CHIPS 2 -
8568 MEDITERRANEO PASTE 2,5 100
8790 MEDITERRANEO CHIPS 2 TO TASTE
8565 VANILLA BOURBON 6 60-70
8566 VARIEGATO HIBISCUS 3 -
8567 SAO TOMÉ COATING 2,5 -
8495 SANTO DOMINGO COCOA VARIEGATO 3 -

LE VIE DELL’ECCELLENZA

FRUIT FLAVOURS

VARIEGATI

CODE PRODUCT PACKAGING (KG) DOSAGE (G/L)
5074 FIBRAMIX 6x1 15-20

SUPPLEMENTS
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Totem
66x160cm

Poster
29,7x42 cm

Flavour tag

Display
21x29,7 cm

Think Vegan Kit
CODE PRODUCT PACKAGING (KG) DOSAGE (G/L)
8894 CANDIED HAZELNUT CHIPS 2 -
8791 ALMOND IN PIECES 2,5 -
8826 HAZELNUT CHIPS 2,5 -
8827 PRALINED HAZELNUT CHIPS 2,5 -
8795 HAZELNUTS IN PIECES 2,5 -
8794 PISTACHIO PIECES 2,5 -
8893 CRUNCHY SESAME 2 -
8828 WHOLE TOASTED HAZELNUTS 2,5 -
8836 PRALINED PISTACHIO CHIPS 2 -
8841 PRALINED ALMOND CHIPS 2 -
9074 CARAMEL GLACAGE 3 -
8801 ARTISTIC SUGAR 2 -
8806 MODELLING SUGAR PASTE 5x1 -
8793 KOOKIE&CARAMEL CRUMBS 2 -
8800 KOOKIE&CREAM PIECES 2 -

CODE PRODUCT PACKAGING (KG) DOSAGE (G/L)
5230 SMOOTHIES BASE 12x0,96 160
5240 CREAMIER SMOOTHIES BASE 12x1,14 190
5236 SM. CHINOTTO & GINSENG 1 330
5231 SM. STRAWBERRY & WHITE TEA 1 330
5234 SM. RASPBERRY & HIBISCUS 1 330
5238 SM. LIME & MINT 1 330
5237 SM. LEMON & SAGE 1 330
5232 SM. MANGO & GUARANA 1 330
5235 SM. ROOIBOS & VANILLA 1 330
5233 SM. MATCHA TEA & JASMINE 1 330

CODE PRODUCT PACKAGING (KG) DOSAGE (G/L)
9704 FROZZTOP FIG 3 -

DECORATIONS

SMOOTHINI

FROZZTOP
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Interest in veganism has soared in recent 
years and there is every reason to believe 

that the growth trend will continue. 

VEGAN IS IN THE AIR

As Google’s statistics show, between 2005 and 2015
worldwide searches for the term “vegan” increased by 220%.

On a global scale, the regions that seem to show the greatest interest in 
veganism are India, the United States, Canada, Australia, Israel, Germany, 

Austria, the United Kingdom, Sweden and Italy.

Think Vegan
A great opportunity for your gelato parlour to snap up
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In the United 
States - a country 
which often acts 
as a precursor of 
global trends - 
approximately 5%
of the population
are vegetarians,
half of whom
are vegans.

The percentage 
of vegans in the 
population has doubled 
since 2009. 

In Italy, 9% of the population
opt for a vegan or vegetarian diet
(3% vegan, 6% vegetarian).

Strict vegans make up 5%
of the overall population of Israel.

In Great Britain, 25% of16
to 25-year-olds are vegetarian or vegan.

In the United States in 2014 alone, 
sales in breakfast cereals for children 
with “vegan” labelling were up by 
550%.
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When it comes to eating out, there is a key 
social aspect to be considered. Even if there 
is just one vegan in a group of people, there 
is a good chance that they will all choose to 
go to a gelato parlour or establishment with 
products that are suitable for the vegan as well 
as everyone else.

Consequently, it is easy to see how 
important it is for gelato parlours 
to include vegan-friendly 
products in their ranges, 
as it can give them a big 
competitive edge over 
their rivals.

In addition, a growing number 
of famous people are adopting 
vegan diets, which is helping to 
make them very “fashionable”. 
Some of the best known figures 
associated with veganism 
include:
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Free your Gelato

 Free from artificial colourings and flavourings

 Free from hydrogenated vegetable fat

 Free from artificial thickeners, stabilizers and emulsifiers

 Free from GMOs

 Free from animal ingredients
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Prodotti Stella S.p.A. Via IV Novembre, 12 - 36077 Altavilla Vicentina (VI) ITALY 
T +39 0444 333 600  info@prodottistella.com  www.prodottistella.com


